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Abstrat

We onsider the modeling of the e�et of unresolved sales, for two-dimensional and geophysial

�ows. We �rst show that the e�et of small sales on a oarse-grained �eld, an be approximated

at leading order, by the e�et of the strain tensor on the gradient of the vortiity, whih exatly

onserves the energy. We show that this approximation would lead to unstable numerial ode. In

order to propose a stable parameterization, while taking into aount of these dynamial properties,

we apply a maximum entropy prodution priniple. The parameterization ats as a seletive di�u-

sion proportional to the mean strain, in the ontration diretion, while onserving the energy. We

show on numerial omputation that the obtained anisotropi relaxation equations give an important

preditability improvement, with respet to Navier-Stokes, Smagorinsky or hypervisous parameter-

izations.
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1 Introdution

Turbulent �ows are haraterized by the non-linear interation of a huge number of variables. For very

high Reynolds' numbers, the urrent or foreseen omputational apabilities only permit to desribe

part of orresponding degrees of freedom. For instane, for geophysial �ows, the moleular visosity

ats at typial sales of order of the millimeter, whereas a urrent typial resolution for meteorologial

omputations is about 30 to 50 km . The issue of the parameterization of the e�et of unresolved sale

on the atually desribed ones is thus of ruial importane.

The predominane of the Coriolis fore and the density strati�ation give geophysial �ows a quasi

two-dimensional nature. Their organization is atually three dimensional, but may be well approximate

by layered models [1℄. Moreover, at large sale, an inverse energy-asade proess (from small to large

sale), typial of two-dimensional �ows, is observed for geophysial �ows. In the following, we address

the issue of small sale turbulene parameterization in both the frameworks of the two-dimensional

inompressible Euler equation, or of the Quasi-Geostrophi model on the other hand.

Any numerial resolution of the �ow dynamis impliitly assumes that an averaged value is desribed.

The average of the nonlinear terms should then be expressed in terms of the known averages of the single

quantities. This is the lassial losure problem for �ow equations [2℄. In order to learly speify the

problem, one has to preise the meaning of the average. When a statistially stationary situation is

identi�ed, a very natural hoie is an ensemble average on the stationary distribution. For instane,

this would be the ase, for an inverse asade regime (a small sale energy injetion and a large sale

drag fore) where a natural ensemble is given by a stationary probability distribution for this proess.

The proximity of suh a stationary situation is impliitly assumed, together with other hypothesis, in

lassial parameterizations suh as the Eddy Damped Quasi Markovian Model (EDQNM) [3, 4, 5℄ or

the K � "model [4℄. An other approah is to speify the stohasti properties of the unresolved sales,

as for instane in the Diret Interation Approximation (DIA) [7℄.

However, geophysial �ows are haraterized by the existene of large sales strutures (jets, ylone

and antiylones), whih break the self-similarity at the base of the desription of the inverse asade

proess. The typial time sales for foring and dissipation are muh larger than the inertial ones. In

order to study suh �ows, we will onsider two dimensional invisid models in a freely deaying-turbulene

regime. In suh a ase, for large times, the �ow self-organize in oherent strutures. The �nal state may

be desribed by the statistial mehanis of the vortiity (or the potential vortiity) [9, 10℄. For suh

a freely deaying turbulene, and in a situation lose to the equilibrium or to a quasi-stationary state

of the invisid equations, it would be very natural to onsider an ensemble average, ompatible with

the observed large sale struture and vortiity distribution. Suh an ensemble average is for instane

impliitly assume in the kineti approah of Chavanis [11℄. On the ontrary, in this work, we will be

interested in situations far from equilibrium or from stationary solutions (vortex merging, �lamentation).

In suh a ase, there is no natural statistial ensemble to onsider. Moreover, we will show that for a

given �ow evolution, the e�et of unresolved sales will be dominated by strutures (�laments) whih

are strongly orrelated with the resolved sales. Given this situation, we will onsider the evolution of

loally averaged quantities, on the grid sale l(average by homogenization by opposition of ensemble

average).

In setion 2 we reall the equation of motion and give the formal properties of an average by ho-

mogenization. We then show that the averaged equations will be determined by the knowledge of a

turbulent urrent. In setion 3, we give an analyti expression of this turbulent urrent, at leading order

in an asymptoti expansion in power of the ratio of grid sale on the domain sale l=L. The turbulent

urrent is then expressed in terms of the averaged veloity strain tensor. This result has been desribed

in [14℄ and independently in [16, 15℄. We disuss the validity of this deterministi approximation. Us-

ing numerial integration, we show that this expression is atually a very good approximation of the
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atual turbulent urrent, in situations of deaying turbulene, far from equilibrium. This deterministi

approximation exatly onserves the energy of the mean �ow.

As the strain tensor is of zero trae, its two eigenvalues are opposite. They respetively orrespond

to a positive and negative visosity. For this reason, this deterministi approximation is not suited

to model the e�et of small sales in a numerial ode: it would lead to instability of the sheme.

In setion 4, we obtain a stable algorithm by determining the turbulent urrent whih maximize the

prodution of the mixing entropy, while respeting both the value of the deterministi urrent in the

stable diretion of the strain tensor, and the onservation of energy. Suh a maximum entropy prodution

priniple has already been used by Robert and Sommeria [12℄, but without taking into aount for the

anisotropy of the turbulent urrent. With this new spei�ation, the obtained equations respet all

the usable properties of the deterministi urrent, and have the further property to onverge towards

equilibrium of the statistial mehanis. In setion 5, we ompare the performane of these anisotropi

relaxation equations with other models, ommonly used to parameterize small sale turbulene, for

two-dimensional or geophysial �ows: the eddy visosity model, the Smagorinsky model [13℄, and an

hypervisosity parameterization. In setion 5, the anisotropi relaxation equation are shown to give

the best results, when ompared with high resolution simulation, both for the Euler and for the Quasi-

Geostrophi equations.

In setion 6, we disuss these results and their interest for geophysial �ow appliations.

2 The averaged equations of motion

In this setion, we reall the two-dimensional inompressible Euler equations and the Quasi-Geostrophi

model. We speify the average operator for the resolved dynamis and we give the main properties of

the averaged equations of motion.

The inompressible Euler equations desribe the evolution of the veloity u of an inompressible

invisid �uid. For 2D �ows, they are equivalent to the equation for the evolution of the vortiity

(! = (r ^ u):ez):

@!

@t
+ u:r ! = 0 (1)

! = � �  (2)

u = � ez ^ r  (3)

The vortiity ! is adveted by the divergene-less veloity u,  is the stream-funtion. For sake of

simpliity, we will onsider these equation on a torus D (all the quantities are periodi in both variables,

with zero global average). All our disussion is easily generalizable for any bounded domain D (an

impermeability ondition u:n, where n is normal to the boundary of D would then speify the boundary

onditions).

The Euler equations onserve the energy :

E =
1

2

Z

D

dru
2
=
1

2

Z

D

dr! (4)

and all the funtionals of the form Cf(!)=
R
D
drf(!)for any funtion f. The Quasi-Geostrophi (QG)

equation, whih is the simplest model of geophysial �ows [1℄, are :

@q

@t
+ u:r q= 0 (5)
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q= � �  +
 

R 2
(6)

We note the formal similarity with the Euler equation. The potential vortiity q is then adveted. The

determination of the stream funtion, is then given by the inversion of the equation (6), and the veloity

is still given by (3). The energy for the QG dynamis is E = 1=2
R
D
dr

�
u
2 +  2=R 2

�
= 1=2

R
D
drq .

One learly see the strong analogies between the QG and the Euler equations. From now on, we will

deal only with the Euler equation. We will preise when the generalization for the QG equation is not

straightforward.

Our aim is to obtain the equation desribing the evolution of the spatial average of the veloity and

of the vortiity. We de�ne the average f of any quantity f by :

f(r)=

Z

D

dr
0
G
l
(r� r

0
)f(r

0
)

This operator is the onvolution with G :We suppose that

R
drG (r) = 1 and that G is invariant

under any rotation (G (r) only depends on the modulus of r:) The qualitative properties assumed for

G are to regularize the �eld at a �xed sale l. For instane, in setion 3, we will use in the 2�-periodi

domain the kernel G l
whose Fourier omponents are G l

k
= 1

(2�)
2 exp

�
� l2k2

2

�
;k 2 Z

2
(when lis muh

smaller than 2�, G l(r) is lose to 1

2�l2
exp

�
� r2

2l2

�
). The average operator veri�es the linearity property :

f + �g = f + �g and the ommutation with the di�erential operators : @if = @if. We note that it does

not verify the properties f = f and fg = fg as would be the ase for an ensemble average. In setion 3,

we will show that the dominant ontribution of the turbulent urrent omes from the non-veri�ation of

these two properties.

By averaging (1), we obtain the averaged Euler equation :

@!

@t
+ u:r ! = � r :J! with J! = !u � ! u (7)

! = � �  (8)

u = � ez ^ r  (9)

We note that the orrelation term is the divergene of a urrent J! , that we will all the turbulent

urrent. We note that the average Euler equations have the same symmetry property than the initial

Euler equations.

The aim of our study is to determine an expression of the turbulent urrent J! in terms of the average

quantities. This losure problem is equivalent to the usual one for the veloity orrelations, when the

evolution of the veloity is onsidered.

3 Anisotropy of the turbulent urrent

In this setion, we �rst derive an approximation of the turbulent urrent, as the leading order of an

expansion in power of the homogenization sale l(the atual expansion parameter is l=L, where L is

a typial size of the domain D ). We disuss the main properties of this deterministi expression. The

turbulent urrent is anisotropi. It is related to the symmetri part of the strain tensor for the averaged

veloity. It exatly onserves the energy of the averaged �elds. Using typial vortiity �elds of freely

deaying turbulene, we numerially ompute the atual turbulent urrent, in order to study the validity

of this �rst order approximation.
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3.1 A leading order deterministi approximation

In order to obtain an approximation of the turbulent urrent J! , we deompose the vortiity �eld as

the sum of its average ! and of �utuations ~!, ~! being de�ned by ! = ! + ~!. Similarly u = u + eu. We

then obtain for the turbulent urrent J! (7) :

J! � !u � ! u =
�
! u � ! u

�

| {z }
1

+ ~!u|{z}
2

| {z }
Jd

+ !eu|{z}
3

+ ~!eu|{z}
4| {z }

Js

(10)

We note that the �rst term (double average), the seond term (orrelation between the vortiity

�utuations and the mean veloity) and the third term (orrelation between the veloity �utuations

and the mean veloity) are all identially equal to zero for an ensemble average. The deomposition (10)

is the ommonly used one. However, for reason that shall beome lear we will use :

J! = Jd + Js with Jd = !u + ~!u � ! u et Js = !eu + ~!eu (11)

The �rst term Jd, whih does not depend on the veloity �utuations, will be alled the deterministi

omponent of the turbulent urrent (we will show that it an be expressed, to a good approximation,

in terms of the averaged quantities). The seond term depends on the veloity �utuations. It will be

alled the stohasti omponent of the turbulent urrent. As the order of magnitude of

eu is ltimes the

order of magnitude of u, we antiipate that the stohasti urrent will be negligible at leading order in

l.

In order to relate the deterministi part of the turbulent urrent Jd = !u � ! u (11) to the strain

tensor for the averaged veloity, we expand u in Taylor series around a point O . By noting that the zeroth

order terms are null, we obtain at the leading order in l: Jd(O )= !x(O )@xux (O )+ !y(O )@yux (O ).

Using that the the average operator in equivalent to a Gaussian for small l, we note that a part-integration

leads to !x(O )= l2@x! (O )and !y(O )= l2@y!(O ). Using this result, we obtain that the deterministi

part of the turbulent urrent is equal, at leading order, to the ation of the strain tensor on the vortiity

gradient :

Jd = l
2
� r ! (order1) with � =

 
@xux @yux

@xuy @yuy

!

As the typial variation length for the mean vortiity ! is l, its gradient is of order 1=l, and this expression

is atually of order 1. This expansion may be led to any order in l. At eah order it involves derivatives of

! at larger orders. In setion 3.2 we will study numerially this approximation for vortiity �elds typial

of freely deaying turbulene, in the regime of vortex merging and �lamentation.

The antisymmetri part of the strain tensor, � ant, haraterizes the loal rotation of the �uid. It

is linked to the vortiity by : � ant = 2

 
0 !

� ! 0

!

. It is easily veri�ed that r :(� antr !)= 0. Thus,

whereas it is present in the leading order approximation for Jd, this antisymmetri part has no e�et on

the evolution of the vortiity. We have :

r :Jd = l
2
r :(� sym r !) (order1) with � sym =

 
@xux (@yux + @xuy)=2

(@yux + @xuy)=2 @yuy

!

(12)

The symmetri part of the strain tensor may be diagonalized with orthogonal eigenvetors. As the �uid

is inompressible, it has a null trae and thus has two opposite eigenvalues � et � �, with eigenvetors

e� and e� � respetively. � is the mean strain :
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� =

q
� det(� sym )=

q
� @xux@yuy + (@yux � @xuy)

2
=4

Let us onsider the operator ! !
R
D
dr!r :(� sym r !). The ontration diretion of the strain tensor

e� orresponds to the de�nite negative part of this operator : for any !,
R
D
dr!r :(e�e�:r !)< 0 (by

part integration). It thus ats as a positive visosity. Conversely, the strething diretion of the strain

e� � tensor will orrespond to the positive part of this operator. It thus at as a negative visosity.

We will note � sym = �
>
sym + �

<
sym with �

<
sym = �e�

T
e� and �

>
sym = � �e� �

T
e� � where

T
is the

transposition. From a numerial point of view, the negative part of the symmetri part of the strain

tensor �
<
sym will have a stabilization e�et whereas the positive part �

>
sym will have a destabilization

e�et. In a numerial ode, this last term will lead to instabilities. For this reason, the approximate

expression (12) does not suit for a diret parameterization of the e�et of small sales on large sales.

To onlude this analysis, we note that the leading order approximation of the turbulent urrent (12)

exatly onserves the energy of the averaged �eld : E = 1

2

R
D
dru2 = 1

2

R
D
dr!  . The onservation of

the energy is a key property of two-dimensional turbulene. In setion 3.2, we will show numerially that

the atual turbulent urrent (not the leading order approximation) is responsible for a very small �ux

of energy towards the large sale (E slightly inrease). This is in aordane with the phenomenology of

two-dimensional freely deaying turbulene.

We have desribed a leading order approximation for the turbulent urrent. This approximation is

deterministi (it an be expressed expliitly in terms of the averaged quantities). The turbulent urrent

is the appliation of the strain tensor on the gradient of the mean vortiity. This approximation exatly

onserves the energy. In the following setion we will show numerially that this approximation is a go

one for typial vortiity �elds. However, this analytial expression an not be used to design a stable

numerial sheme. In setion 4, we will propose a stable sheme that respets the main properties of this

approximation.

3.2 Numerial analysis of the turbulent urrent

For a given vortiity �eld, it is possible to ompute numerially the averaged �eld at a given sale.

From it, one an then ompute the turbulent urrent. The aim of this setion is to desribe qualitatively

the turbulent urrent, and to study the validity of the leading order approximation, for vortiity �elds

whih are typial of freely deaying turbulene.

In order to obtain freely deaying turbulene typial vortiity �elds, we use results of numerial

simulations. For all numerial omputations of this artile, we will use a pseudo-spetral ode, with an

order 3 Adam-Bradsforth sheme for the temporal disretisation, on a domain periodi in both diretion.

The result are presented for a vortiity �eld obtained by numerially solving the Navier Stokes equations :

@!

@t
+ u:r ! = �� ! (13)

For a given resolution, the visosity � is hosen as small as possible, suh that the omputation is stable.

The Navier Stokes equation verify a maximum priniple : the maxima (resp. minima) of the vortiity

must always derease (resp. inrease) in time. In order to test the stability of the omputation, we hek

for any omputation the extrema of the vortiity. We have studied the turbulent urrent for several

situations. We disuss the results for the vortiity �eld represented on Fig. 1. It has been obtained by

onsidering an initial ondition made of random pathes of potential vortiity. The typial vortiity and
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veloity are of order 1. The parameter of the omputation are � = 3:1410� 5;Re= 2�um ax=� = 200000;

dt= 6:1410� 4 (time step), resolution 1024X 1024. The vortiity �eld is the one orresponding to t= 15.

At this time, the derease of the total energy is of order 2% , suh that the Navier-Stokes approximation

may be onsidered a good approximation of the Euler equation. A more preise desription of the

omputation is given in Bouhet (2001).

This vortiity �eld is harateristi of the regime of strong �lamentation, due to the nonlinear in-

teration between the vortex. Fig. 1 shows that oherent vorties are present together with �lament

strutures, at all sale of the �eld. We will ompute the averaged vortiity �eld, using the averaging

operator desribed in setion 2, with l= 2�=128:This orresponds to an homogenization at a sale or-

responding to a numerial resolution 128X 128. The orresponding averaged vortiity �eld is represented

on Fig. 1.

From the averaged vortiity �eld, we ompute the turbulent urrent J! = !u � ! u. Fig. 2 shows

the divergene r :J! of the turbulent urrent, assoiated to the vortiity �eld !. The omparison of this

piture with the vortiity one (Fig. 1) learly illustrates that the divergene of the turbulent urrent

is assoiated to strutures with typial sales of the order of the homogenization sale l. Most of these

strutures are �laments that are strethed by the �ow strain, passing from resolved to unresolved sales.

Fig. 3 shows the mean strain �, for the averaged veloity �eld. The strain is a vetorial property.

This �gure however learly show that areas with strong strain are assoiated with strong vortiity

gradients (alignment of the strutures with the strain), and that these areas are the ones that give strong

ontributions to the divergene of the turbulent urrent. This qualitative desription is in aordane

with the result we have obtained for the leading order approximation of the turbulent urrent by the

e�et of the strain tensor on the gradient of the vortiity �eld.

Let us analyze quantitatively the ontribution of the various terms omposing the turbulent urrent.

Table 1 shows the divergene of the terms of the lassial deomposition (10). This illustrates that

the two �rst terms have a ontribution muh larger than the total turbulent urrent. We thus note

that these two �rst urrent are strongly anti-orrelated. Indeed their sum Jd give a ontribution muh

less important that eah of its omponents. Table 1 also shows that the prinipal ontribution of Js is

the orrelation between vortiity �utuations and veloity �utuations. In a numerial simulation with

resolved sales up to the sale l, this will orrespond to the ontribution of unresolved sales, for whih

any information is loss. A statistial modeling of this omponent will then be the more natural. That's

why we all Js, the stohasti omponent of the turbulent urrent. The deterministi part dominates

the stohasti part, by a fator 10 to 15, for the three studied norms. This is in aordane with the

leading order approximation we have obtained in setion 3.1.

Let us disuss the results obtained by Laval, Dubrulle and Nazarenko [17℄, for urrents omputed for

an average orresponding to a spetral trunation of the vortiity �eld. They have studied the relative

ontribution of the urrents 2, 3 et 4 (see 10). They have shown that the advetion of the �utuations by

the average veloity (term 2) dominate the terms 3 and 4. This is in aordane with the result we have

obtained with a Gaussian homogenization. Using these results, they have justi�ed an approximation

negleting these last two terms. They have then proposed a parameterization of small sale e�ets, in

whih the seond term is determined thanks to a partile desription of the �utuations [18℄. We will

follow another approah : we use a deterministi approximation of the sum of the two terms 1+2=Jd.

Table 2 shows the norms of the di�erene between Jd and its �rst (12) and seond order approxi-

mation, in the small l=L expansion. We onlude that, for this vortiity �eld, in the regime of vortex

merging and strong �lamentation, the deterministi part of the turbulent urrent an be approximated

by the ation of the strain tensor on the gradient of the vortiity, up to an error of order of 10%. Table

2 also shows the relative ontribution of the positive and of the negative parts of the strain tensor.
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The negative part (�
<
sym , positive eigenvalue) has a larger ontribution than the positive ones (�

>
sym ,

negative eigenvalue). This illustrates the irreversibility of the �ow evolution : due to this property, the

moments of the vortiity will evolved towards values orresponding to the further mixing of the vortiity.

We however reall that energy loss assoiated to the negative part is exatly ompensated by energy

gain assoiated to the positive part.

4 Anisotropi relaxation equations

In setion 3 we have obtained a deterministi approximation for the turbulent urrent J! . This

approximation is the ation of the strain tensor on the gradient of the vortiity. It exatly onserves the

energy. However the positive part of the strain tensor ats similarly to a negative visosity. This would

render any numerial simulation unstable. In this setion, in order to obtain a parameterization as lose

as possible to the atual turbulent urrent, but with the essential pratial onstraint to lead to a stable

numerial sheme, we will searh for a turbulent urrent whih have the property of the deterministi

one in the ontration diretion of the strain tensor (stabilization e�et), and whih exatly onserves

the energy.

There are several ways to impose suh onstraints to a parameterization. We hoose to determine

a parameterization whih is in aordane with the statistial properties of the mixing of the vortiity.

Equilibrium statistial mehanis of the two-dimensional Euler equations desribes the most probable

mixing of the vortiity for a given distribution of potential vortiity and Energy. We will then hoose

the turbulent urrent whih maximize the entropy prodution, while respeting the energy onservation

and the e�et of the stable ontribution of the strain tensor.

A similar maximum entropy prodution priniple (MEPP) has been used by Robert and Sommeria

[12℄ in order to parameterize the small sale turbulene. In this work, author however impose an isotropi

onstraint on the turbulent urrent. We make a derivation very lose to their one, but we impose the

value of the turbulent urrent in the stable diretion of the strain tensor. We thus expliitly take into

aount the anisotropi nature of the turbulent urrent. We do not think that suh a maximum entropy

prodution priniple is based on any physial or theoretial ground. The anisotropi relaxation turbulent

urrent will indeed be di�erent from the observed one. We however use this priniple to obtain stable

equation as lose as possible from the orret physial ones.

In setion 5, we will show that the obtained anisotropi relaxation equations lead to better results

than lassial parameterizations in order to determine the evolution of oarse_grained �ow.

Let us �rst brie�y introdue the results of the equilibrium statistial mehanis of the vortiity. In

order to simplify this disussion, we will onsider an initial ondition made of many vortiity pathes, but

with only two values ! = a1 and ! = a2, oupying respetively areas A 1 and A 2. Generalization of this

disussion and of the following results to any initial distribution of vortiity is however straightforward.

We note that the initial distribution (values a1 and a2, and areas A 1 and A 2) are onserved by the

invisid dynamis. We now onsider a oarse-graining of the vortiity at a sale l(loal-average at the

sale l, whih will be interpreted in our ase, as the numerial resolution sale). At this oarse-grained

sale (marosopi desription), we will desribe the vortiity �elds by the loal probabilities p(r) and

(1 � p(r)) to have respetively the vortiity values a1 and a2, at the position r. The expression of

the oarse-grained vortiity is then : ! = a1p+ a2(1� p). The main result of the equilibrium statistial

mehanis, is the evaluation of the probability to observe a loal probability �eld p(r), given the vortiity

distribution a given energy E . When the sale lgoes to zero, the logarithm of the probability of two

probability �elds is given by the entropy S :
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S =

Z

D

drs(p) with s(p)= � (plogp+ (1� p)log(1� p)) (14)

(see [10, 9℄, and [20, 21℄ for a justi�ation). The most probable state is then given by the maximization

of the entropy for a given energy and vortiity distribution. This equilibrium is a stationary state of the

dynamial equations. The main hypothesis of the equilibrium statistial mehanis is that the omplex

dynamial evolution of the �ow will lead to a state lose to the equilibrium one.

We would like to desribe the oarse grained evolution of the vortiity. On the ontrary to the

equilibrium ase, no lear priniple permits to desribe this out of equilibrium relaxation. The Euler

equations advet the two levels of vortiity with the veloity u. This onservation equation will lead to

a transport equation for p, by the mean veloity u on one hand, and by a turbulent urrent J as a

onsequene of the unresolved sales :

@tp+ u:r p = � r :J (15)

Using the link between the averaged vortiity and the probability : ! = a1p+ a2(1� p), the oarse-grained

vortiity verify equation (7) with J! = (a1 � a2)J . Our aim is thus to determine J! .

As explained in the introdution, we look for a turbulent urrent whih has a determined behavior

in a diretion given by the strain tensor and whih onserve the energy. As this does not speify the

turbulent urrent, in order to obtain an equation ompatible with the statistial tendeny of the equation

to inrease the entropy, we will look at equation whih maximize the entropy prodution rate, given these

dynamial onstraints.

Using (15), we �rst ompute the entropy and energy prodution rates :

dS

dt
= �

Z

D

dr
r !:J!

(a1 � !)(! � a2)
(16)

and
dE

dt
=

Z

D

drr  :J! (17)

We note that (a1 � !)(! � a2)� 0. This expression shows that the entropy prodution is maximal when

the urrent has a diretion opposite to the one of the vortiity gradient.

We want to impose an anisotropi onstraint on the turbulent urrent J! ; we put :

C1(r)
(J!:e1(r))

2

2
+ C2(r)

(J!:e2(r))
2

2
= 1 (18)

where the two vetors e1 and e2 (depending on r), and the values of C1 and C2 will be spei�ed latter.

We searh for the urrent J! whih maximize the entropy prodution (16), while verifying the energy

onservation (17), the anisotropi onstraint (18) and the global onstraint on J! :

R
D
drJ! = 0. We

thus onsider the ritial points of the funtional :

dS

dt
� �

dE

dt
�

X

i= 1;2

Z

D

dr�(r)C i(r)(J!:ei)
2
+ (ez ^ V ):

Z

D

drJ!;

where �, �(r)and � ez ^ V are Lagrange parameters assoiated to the onstraints. The �rst variations

of this funtional lead to :

J! = �
X

i= 1;2

�i

h�
r ! + (a1 � !)(! � a2)

�
�r  � ez ^ V

��
:ei

i
ei (19)
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with �i= � 1=(�C i(a1 � !)(! � a2)).

Using the energy onstraint (17) and the ondition on the zero global average for J! , we ompute

the entropy prodution :

dS

dt
=

Z

D

dr
X

i= 1;2

(J!:ei)
2

�i(a1 � !)(! � a2)

Noting that (a1 � !)(! � a2)> 0, we onlude that if the di�usivities �iare stritly positive, the entropy

variation is atually an entropy prodution. With stritly positive di�usivities, we an also onlude, that

if the �ow onverges towards a stationary state, the entropy prodution must vanish and thus the urrent

J! must be zero. In suh a ase, from (19) we obtain ez^V = r

�
� (a1 � a2) + log(! � a2)� log(a1 � !)

�
.

The onstant ez ^ V being a gradient must be equal to zero. This equation an then be integrated to.

This yields :

! = � �  =
a1 + a2

2
� tanh

�
a1 � a2

2

�
� + �

��

(20)

This is the equations of the statistial equilibrium, whih is a stationary state of the Euler equations.

We thus onlude, that if the equations for the oarse-grained �eld, with turbulent urrent (19), on-

verge ; they onverge towards a statistial equilibrium. We will all these equation anisotropi relaxation

equations.

Let us determine � and V . For this let us denote A �
P

i= 1;2

R
D
dr�i(a1 � !)(! � a2)ei

T
ei, (

T
is the

transposition operator). A is thus an order two symmetri tensor), b =
P

i= 1;2

R
D
dr�i(a1 � !)(! � a2)(r  :ei)ei

(2d vetor) and c =
P

i= 1;2

R
D
dr�i(a1 � !)(! � a2)

�
r  :ei

�2
(salar). M =

 
A � b

� t
b c

!

is a 3X3

symmetri matrix. We then express the energy onservation (17) and the property of the zero average

for J! :

R
D
drJ! = 0. This yields three equations to determine the three variables � and V :

M

 
ez ^ V

�

!

=

 P
i= 1;2

R
D
dr�i(r !:ei)ei

�
P

i= 1;2

R
D
dr�i(r !:ei)

�
r  :ei

�
!

(21)

We prove in note

1

that, for stritly positive �1 et �2, M is invertible, exept for a �ow with  = 0, that

is exept for an identially zero veloity.

We have obtained relaxation equations, whih have the property to inrease the entropy while on-

serving energy. We will now speify the vetors ei and the values of the di�usivity �i. For this we impose

a di�usivity l2� in the stable diretion of the strain tensor e� and zero in the unstable diretion of the

strain tensor e�. This hoie is the one whih allow to best approximate the deterministi approximation

of the turbulent urrent, obtained in setion 3.1, while insuring that the di�usivities are positive. We

then obtain the following parameterization :

1

Let us prove that the symmetri matrix M is invertible. For this, let us onsider M as de�ning a quadrati

form, and let us prove that it is de�nite positive. Using the expressions for A , b and c, the linearity of the

integral and the relation :

t
ye

t
ieiy = (ei:y)

2
, a straightforward omputation leads to :

�
t
y x

�
M

�
y

x

�

=

R
D
dr

P
i= 1;2

�i(a1 � !)(! � a2)(ei:(y � xr  ))
2
. Given that (a1 � !)(! � a2) > 0; this omputation shows that the

quadrati form is positive (� 0). Moreover, noting that e1 and e2 are orthonormal, we onlude that if �1 and �2 are

stritly positives,

�
t
y x

�
M

�
y

x

�

an be zero only if (y � xr  ) is null on the whole domain. This would imply that r  

be onstant on the domain. With periodi boundary onditions, this is possible only if  = 0;that is for a �ow without

motion.
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@!

@t
+ u:r ! = r :

�
l
2
�[(r ! + � (a1 � !)(! � a2)r  ):e�]e�

�
(22)

with

� = �

R
D
dr�r !:e�r  :e�

R
D
dr�(a1 � !)(! � a2)

�
r  :e�

�2 (23)

To obtain this equation for � (23), we have used (21) and neglet the e�et of the Lagrange parameter

V (see 19). We have thus assumed V = 0. (in setion 5, we will use the relaxation equation to model

�ow evolutions. we have done omputation with V 6= 0, using (21), but without noting any important

di�erene with the ase V = 0)

The main hypothesis of the model (22) is that the loal, destabilizing ation of the positive part of

the strain tensor be replaed by the non loal non destabilizing drift term : � (a1 � !)(! � a2)r  . This

terms insures the energy onservation.

From a numerial point of view, the implementation of this equation has the same level of omplexity

as the implementation of the Navier-Stokes equation. All what is further needed is the diagonalization of a

2X2 symmetri matrix to determine the strain tensor diretions and the mean strain �. The omputation

ost of these operations (of order N , where N is the number of degrees of freedom) is negligible with

respet to the omputation of the fast Fourier transform needed to evaluate the nonlinear terms in a

pseudo-spetral ode (of order N logN ).

In next setion, we will ompare this model with usual parameterizations of two-dimensional and

geophysial �ow omputations. We will show that they give more preise results for the same resolution

(or equivalently for the same omputational time). This will haraterize an important preditability

gain for the determination of the �ow evolution.

5 Comparison of the anisotropi relaxation equations with ommonly

used models

The aim of this hapter is to determine the e�ieny of the anisotropi relaxation equations when

ompared with other models of small sale turbulene. We onsider the regime of vortex merging and

�lamentation. We study two types of �ows : �rstly the merging of four vorties, whih leads to a stable

dynamis (the position of the �nal vortex is always on the enter of the domain) and seondly the

merging of 50 vortiity pathes whih leads to suessive vortex merging and for whih the positions of

the vorties is very sensitive to the initial parameterization. In order to ompare di�erent models, we

will use as a referene, high resolution diret numerial omputations of the �ow.

We will ompare the anisotropi relaxation equation with the following parameterizations :

� diret numerial simulations with the Navier Stokes equations (13) (denoted DNS)

� with hypervisous parameterization, where the Laplaian operator is replaed by a bi-Laplaian :

@!

@t
+ u:r ! = �� � ! (24)

(denoted HV). Suh an hypervisous parameterization is ommonly used in two-dimensional and

geophysial �ow omputation. It is not based on any physial ground. However, the bi-Laplaian

has the e�et to stabilize the omputation whereas it atually ats only on very small sales (higher

e�etive Reynolds number). It usually dissipates few energy. It leads to some unphysial spurious

desription of the small sale strutures, due to the non-respet of the maximum priniple of the

Navier Stokes equation (the maxima of the vortiity may inrease in the hypervisous ase)
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� the Smagorinsky model [13℄ (denoted SMA). The Smagorinsky model uses an isotropi visosity

r :(�r !)but with a non-onstant visosity. The visosity is taken proportional to the mean shear

� : � (r)= l2�(r). This parameterization takes into aount of the importane of the strain for

the transport to small sales of the �ow strutures. However the di�usion ats indistintly in all

diretions (isotropi). This model is ommonly used in geophysial �uid omputation.

Conerning the anisotropi relaxation equation, we will alternatively use either the equations (22) and

(23) (denoted RELANI) or the equations (22) with a loal omputation of the Lagrange parameter �

for the energy onservation (denoted RELANILOC). In this last ase we will determine � with (22), but

with an evaluation of the integrals in subdomains D i large ompared to the resolution sale l, but smaller

than the domain sale. For instane, for low resolution omputation with 256X256 degrees of freedom,

we will evaluate � in 12X12 subdomains. We will also onsider the isotropi relaxation equations (Robert

and Sommeria [12℄) (denoted REL)

For all of these models, the di�usivities �, or the parameters l, are always hosen as small as possible

for the numerial omputation to be stable.

We quantify the error of the low resolution omputation, with respet to referene high-resolution

omputation (�eld denoted by the subsript ref), by evaluating the veloity relative error : E r �R
D
dr (u � uref)

2
=
R
D
dru2ref or the vortiity relative error : E r� ! �

R
D
dr (! � !ref)

2
=
R
D
dr!2ref.

(these quantities are evaluated in the Fourier spae, using a number of omponents orresponding to the

low resolution �elds).

We �rst onsider an initial ondition made of four vorties (Fig. 4). Initially four vortiity pathes

with vortiity a1 = 2:942 are in an ambient vortiity a2 = � 0:263. The edges of the vortex pathes are

smoothed to avoid numerial problems for initial times. The position of eah vortex is slightly moved,

in order to break the apparent symmetry of the initial ondition. We will use as referene omputation

a Navier-Stokes simulation with resolution 1024x1024 (DNS.Euler4.1024). Numerial parameters are

given in table 4. The orresponding Reynolds number, based on the domain sale, is then 400000. Fig.

4 shows the vortiity �eld evolution. This typial experiment of vortex merging show the �lamentation

followed by a very slow organization towards a stationary state. The energy loss between times T = 0

and T = 100 is 0.7%. We thus onsider this omputation as lose to the inertial limit.

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the veloity relative error for 4 omputations with resolutions 256X256

and with respetive parameterizations : Navier Stokes (DNS.Euler4.256), isotropi relaxation equation

(onstant di�usivities) (REL.Euler4.256), anisotropi relaxation equations (RELANI.Euler4.256) and

anisotropi relaxation with loal onservation of the energy (RELANILOC.Euler4.256). Table 4 gives

the numerial parameters for eah of these omputations. Fig. 5 shows that the maximal relative error is

5%. In this ase, the numerial evolution is thus easily preditable. After a quasi-exponential growth, the

error saturates and osillates together with the position the osillation of the slightly asymmetri vortex.

The osillations re�et the osillation with respet to the one of the vortex in the referene omputation.

The anisotropi relaxation equation with loal onservation of the energy give learly the best results.

Fig. 6 ompares the evolution of the vortiity relative error for the anisotropi relaxation equa-

tions with loal energy onservation (RELANILOC.Euler4.256), hypervisosity (HV.Euler4.256), and

the Smagorinsky model (SMA.Euler4.256). For short times, the anisotropi relaxations give a slightly

better result than the hypervisous omputation. However for larger times, the two model are not bet-

ter one than the other. Both models are however muh more e�ient than the Smagorinsky model. In

[14℄, we present a more omplete study and show that same onlusions are obtained for the study of

the evolution of the veloity relative error. For a smaller resolution 128X128, the anisotropi relaxation

equations turn out to give better results than the hypervisous parameterization.
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The previous omputation is a typial merging of a small number of vorties. The initial on�guration

of these vorties leads to a rapid stabilization of a single struture. In order to study the e�et of the

parameterizations for a more omplex dynamial evolution, we will onsider an initial vortiity �eld

omposed by 50 vortiity pathes, with random initial positions. We make the same study as in the

previous ase, omparing the e�ieny of the di�erent parameterizations in a low resolution omputation

(256X256), using as a referene a larger resolution omputation (1024X1024). As in the previous ase,

the Navier-Stokes or Smagorinsky parameterizations lead to a muh less e�ient omputation than the

hypervisous or anisotropi relaxation equations ones. For instane, Fig. 7, for time T = 45, learly

shows that the Navier-Stokes equation do not even reprodue the qualitative properties of the vortiity

�elds for large time. This is due to the spurious e�et of the visous dissipation. The Smagorinsky model

also leads to a too important di�usion. (As in previous omputations, we alway use the smaller visosity

or parameter l, ompatible with the stability of the omputation. Numerial parameters are reprodued

on table 4.)

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the veloity relative error for three low resolution (256X256) ompu-

tations : hypervisous (HV.Euler50.256), anisotropi relaxation (RELANI.Euler50.256) and anisotropi

relaxation with loal energy onservation (RELANILOC.Euler50.256). We use as a referene an hypervis-

ous omputation with resolution 1024X1024. For smaller times, the three omputations give equivalent

results : a quasi-exponential evolution of the error, probably assoiated to the intrinsi instability of the

initial ondition. However, after a stage of several vortex merging, the anisotropi relaxation equations

give muh better results than the hypervisous ones. This is illustrated by Fig.s 8 and 7. This last �gure

show that the position and the strutures of the two �nal vorties is better reprodued. We propose the

following interpretation : whereas the vortex motion is very sensitive to the initial ondition, the result

of the vortex merging depends less on the detail initial ondition. It rather depends on the dynamial in-

variants (the global vortiity, the energy). The relaxation equation whih expliitly onserve the energy,

and whih desribes the vortiity mixing in aordane with the statistial properties of the system lead

to better results than the hypervisous or the other parameterization studied here. We thus observe a

statistial saturation of the error during this stage.

These results show that the Navier-Stokes equation is very learly the poorer model of two dimen-

sional deaying turbulene. To ompute the error, we have used, as a referene, an hypervisous type

omputation. In order for the results to be non ambiguous, we have shown in [14℄ that all the onlusions

we give here are also valid when a omparison is made with Navier-Stokes high resolution omputations

(HV.Euler50.1024) (see also �gure 7).

We onlude that in any situations, hypervisous parameterizations and anisotropi relaxation equa-

tions lead to muh better results than Navier-Stokes equation or the Smagorinsky model. The di�erene

between hypervisous and anisotropi relaxation equations omputations is less important. However for

small resolution (HV.Euler4.128) or for very omplex �ow evolution, the anisotropi relaxation equations

give better results than the hypervisous parameterization.

Our validation by omparison with higher resolution omputation, does not allow us to ompare

di�erent models for very large times. However, we think that the relaxation equation will then give

muh better results than the hypervisous ones, beause they exatly onserve the energy, beause

they treat vortiity mixing as far as possible aording to the physial proesses responsible for this

mixing, and beause they onverge towards equilibrium states of the Euler equation. On the ontrary

hypervisous model are not based on any physial ground.

We onlude by stating that similar results have been obtained in the ontext of the Quasi-Geostrophi

dynamis (not reported, see [14℄). Due to the slowing down of the dynamial mixing of the potential

vortiity for small Rossby deformation radius R (the interation is sreened at a typial sale R ), the
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relative e�ieny of the anisotropi relaxation equations is even more evident in suh a ase.

6 Disussion

For geophysial �ows, the sale at whih the mirosopi di�usion is relevant is so small that any

numerial model of oeans or atmosphere impliitly assumes a small sale parameterization. In suh

physial situations, lots of phenomenon our at the unresolved sales : onvetion, interation with

boundary, three dimensional turbulene at smaller sales, leading to moleular di�usion, et ... For this

reason, the fundamental equation to start with to desribe suh �ows is not even lear [1℄. It is however

generally reognized that the dynamis of geophysial �ows is two-dimensional like (inverse energy

asade) and that the dynamis of the potential vortiity plays a major role. In order to parameterize

the potential vortiity mixing, we have onsidered the simplest model having the main properties of

large sale geophysial �ows : the barotropi Quasi-geostrophi model. As the equations are formally

equivalent, we have led our study mainly in the 2D inompressible Euler-equation framework. All the

results obtained are valid for both of these models, and may be straightforwardly generalized to the

multi-layered Quasi-Geostrophi model. The problem we have addressed is to desribe the evolution of

the oarse-grained vortiity, the fundamental equation being the Euler (or QG) equations. In this study,

we have onsidered a regime of freely deaying turbulene, with vortex merging and �lamentation. As

we mainly study this transient behavior, this study also apply for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes

equations (or visous QG) with a moleular visosity ating on a sale muh smaller than the resolved

one.

In setion 2, we have �rst de�ned the oarse-graining. We have then shown that the parameteri-

zation problem is equivalent to the determination of a turbulent urrent. We have obtained at leading

order a deterministi approximation of the turbulent urrent : the ation of the strain tensor on the

gradient of the vortiity[16, 15, 14℄. We have shown using numerially obtained vortiity �elds that this

approximation is a good one in the regime of vortex merging and �lamentation. The leading ontribution

omes from the part of the turbulent urrent whih is absent in the ase of an ensemble average (like in

usual Reynolds tensor). This shows that the turbulent urrent is dominated by systemati orrelation

between resolved and unresolved sale. This essentially deterministi proess is qualitatively assoiated

to strutures (�laments) passing from resolved to unresolved sales). This deterministi approximation

exatly onserves the energy.

This deterministi approximation ats on the vortiity �eld as a positive visosity in the strething

diretion of the strain tensor, and as a negative visosity in the expansion diretion. Due to this last

ontribution, a numerial model using diretly this approximation would lead to numerial instabilities.

In order to obtain stable equations, respeting the atual di�usion in the ontration diretion, and

the energy onservation, we look for equations maximizing the mixing entropy for the vortiity, while

imposing these dynamial onstraints. We obtain anisotropi relaxations equations whih have the further

property to relax towards the statistial equilibrium of the Euler-equation.

Some entropy based parameterization of the turbulent urrent have been proposed previously in the

ase of topography dominated �ows, by Holloway (see [22℄ for a review or [23℄ for some appliation in

the ontext of oeanographi �ows). The maximum entropy prodution priniple has been proposed in

[12℄, but an isotropi turbulent urrent was then imposed. The maximum entropy prodution priniple

has no theoretial or physial ground. The anisotropi relaxation equations do not for instane desribe

orretly what happens in the strain tensor strething diretion. We use here this priniple as a trik to

obtain stable equations, with given onstraints, and respeting the statistial tendeny of the vortiity

mixing.

In order to show the interest of the anisotropi relaxation equations, we have ompared its e�ieny
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with the Navier-Stokes equations, or other usual parameterizations suh as the Smagorinsky model or

the hypervisous model. We have ompared the results with higher resolution Navier-Stokes or hypervis-

ous omputations. As they overestimate strongly the di�usion, the Navier-Stokes or the Smagorinsky

model give learly the worst results. The anisotropi relaxation equations give better results than the

hypervisous model, for omplex �ow evolution, for smaller resolutions, or for the Quasi-Geostrophi

model.

The results we have obtained learly show that the anisotropi relaxation equations allows an inrease

of the preditability with respet to other parameterizations. We note however that we have suppose a

omplete knowledge of the initial ondition. The real problem of preditability for geophysial �ows is

muh more omplex, as lots of error soures have to be taken into aount. We have studied only the

e�et of the parameterization of the potential vortiity mixing.

Let us onlude on a disussion on the limitations of this work and on its possible interest in a

wider ontext. We have First we have studied the regime of vortex merging and strong �lamentation.

However, for invisid two-dimensional freely deaying turbulene, on the latter stage of the evolution of

the �ow, the oarse-grained �eld is lose to a stationary state. In this di�erent regime, no more strutures

are transported from larger to smaller sales (sale separation). In suh a ase, the main ontribution

to the turbulent urrent probably omes from the stohasti part of the urrent. The e�et of these

�utuations is a very slow modi�ation of the struture of the quasi-stationary oarse-grained �ow. An

ensemble average is probably the best way to address suh a relaxation. We note the appliation of a

quasi-linear theory in [11℄ whih may be of interest for this regime.

In the situation we have studied, beause the proesses are very rapid, the e�et of a very small

visosity (ating on sales muh smaller than the resolution one) is atually negligible. However, in

the stage of a quasi-stationary state relaxation, the e�et of a very small visosity would probably be

very important, as it should determine the distribution of the unresolved sale vortiity. A statistial

mehanis based approah is proposed in [26℄. There a rude losure, using the simplest energy-enstrophy

statistial theory for �ow with topography, is proposed. In [25℄ the e�et of a small foring and dissipation

is also onsidered.

Another improvement of our work may be done by the desription, not only of the averaged but

also of the higher vortiity moments. In [24℄ an equation hierarhy is derived, to desribe these moment

evolution. This hierarhy is then losed using a maximum entropy prodution priniple. Suh ideas have

been applied in the ontext of a barotropi oean model [25℄.

The urrent omputational power allows to make very high resolution simulations of the two-

dimensional Navier Stokes equations. In suh a ase, the preise simulation of rapid physial phenomena

does not neessitate any parameterization. However, for more omplex physial situations, for very long

time simulations or for more omplex geophysial �ow models, the neessity to use good small sales

parameterizations is evident. Let us give some examples. In the modeling of Jupiter's troposphere, we

have shown that the very small value of the Rossby deformation radius renders the potential vortiity

dynamis very slow [27℄. The very long time then needed, for the �ow to organize, does not allow to

obtain the harateristi very strong jets typial of Jupiter's vorties, when using Navier-Stokes equa-

tions. On the ontrary, using relaxation equations permits to model these features very preisely, even

using quite low resolution models [27℄. For oean modeling, let us disuss the example of the Zapiola

antiylone, in the Argentina basin, in South Atlanti. In the late 90's, Topeix-Poseidon data has learly

revealed this very strong antiyloni struture, whereas up to date South Atlanti modeling where not

able to reprodue it, or were reproduing a struture muh weaker than the observed ones [28℄. In [28℄,

for instane, the antiylone modeling is onvining, using the up to date model resolution. Moreover, for
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global oean models, or/and when muh longer omputational times are needed, for instane for limate

modeling, the orret desription of suh strutures would neessitate unavailable omputational power.

Moreover, as shown by Fig. 7 of this study, for very long time sales, the use of rough parameterization

alters the �utuations of vortiity, or potential vortiity.

The modeling of geophysial �ows atually require the best possible parameterization. The analysis we

have done ould be straightforwardly generalized to the ase of multi-layered Quasi-geostrophi models.

For z-oordinates models, or isopinal models in use in geophysial �ow modeling, the generalization

of the ideas developed in this artile should be onsidered ; the problem being muh more simple in

models learly identifying the potential vortiity as a key dynamial variable. We onlude by saying

that the modeling of the potential vortiity mixing in geophysial �uid dynamis is only one part of the

parameterization problem, but probably one of the more essential one.
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Tab. 1: Comparison of the ontribution of the divergene of the omponents of the turbulent urrent,

evaluated with several norms kfk
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The divergene of the turbulent urrent r :J! = r :Jd + r :Js is dominated by the ontribution of its

deterministi part r :Jd. The stohasti part r :Js = r :

�
!eu

�
+ r :

�
~!eu

�
is dominated by r :

�
~!eu

�
:This

last term would be the only ontribution in the ase of an ensemble average.

k� k
2

k� k
1

k!k
1
=k� k

1

r :Jd 1.12 1.35 7.81

r :
�
Jd � l2� sym r !

�
(ordre 1) 0.13 0.18 69.0

r :
�
Jd � l2� r ! � ordre2

�
0.05 0.10 163

r :

�
l2� <

sym r !

�
1.36 1.91 6.61

r :

�
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sym r !

�
0.86 1.13 10.8

r :

�
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sym r !

�
0.87 1.13 10.8

Tab. 2: Norm of the di�erene between the divergene of the deterministi part of the turbulent urrent

r :Jd and its �rst and seond order approximations. The leading order approximation of r :Jd is orret

up to an error of order 10%, for the three norms onsidered. This error is of the same order as the one

orresponding to the stohasti part r :Js

Calul Résolution � ou l dt Re

DNS.Euler4.1024 1024x1024 1:5710� 5 6:1410� 4 400000

REL.Euler4.256 256x256 6:2810� 4 2:4510� 3 10000

RELVAR.Euler4.256 256x256 1:2610� 4 2:4510� 3 -

RELANI.Euler4.256 256x256 1:3310� 2 2:4510� 3 -

RELANILOC.Euler4.256 256x256 1:3310� 2 2:4510� 3 -

DNS.Euler4.256 256x256 6:2810� 4 2:4510� 3 10000

SMA.Euler4.256 256x256 1:3310� 2 2:4510� 3 �

HV.Euler4.256 256x256 1:9210� 8 2:4510� 3 �

RELANI.Euler4.128 128x128 2:4510� 2 4:9110� 3 -

HV.Euler4.128 128x128 1:5310� 7 4:9110� 3 �

Tab. 3: Numerial parameters for the omputations of the oalesene of four vorties
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Fig. 1: Upper piture : a typial vortiity �eld ! for freely deaying turbulene in the regime of �la-

mentation and vortex oalesene (resolution 1024X1024). Lower piture : the orresponding averaged

vortiity �eld !, for a Gaussian homogenization at the sale l = 2�=128 ’ 0:049. Fig. 2 shows the

orresponding turbulent urrent.

Calul Résolution � ou l dt Re

DNS.Euler50.1024 1024x1024 3:1410� 5 6:1410� 4 200000

DNS.Euler50.1024 1024x1024 5:9910� 11 6:1410� 4 -

RELANI.Euler50.256 256x256 1:3310� 2 2:4510� 3 -

RELANILOC.Euler50.256 256x256 1:3310� 2 2:4510� 3 -

HV.Euler50.256 256x256 1:9210� 8 2:4510� 3 �

Tab. 4: Numerial parameters for the various parameterization of the oalesene of 50 vortiity pathes.
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Fig. 2: The divergene of the turbulent urrent r :J! , omputed for a Gaussian homogenization at a

sale l= 2�=128 ’ 0:049, for the vortiity �eld shown on Fig. 1. The omparison with Fig. 1 illustrates

that important values of the divergene of the turbulent urrent are assoiated with strutures with

typial sale l, espeially �laments. Not all strutures at sale lgive a strong ontribution, but only the

ones orrelated with a strong mean strain (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: The mean strain � (positive eigenvalue of the symmetri part of the strain tensor) for the

veloity �eld orresponding to the homogenized vortiity ! (Fig. 1). We note the orrelation between

areas of strong strain, areas with strong vortiity gradients (Fig. 1) and areas where the divergene of

the turbulent urrent is high (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 4: Vortiity evolution for the oalesene of four vorties. This omputation uses a Navier-Stokes

model, with resolution 1024x1024 (DNS.Euler4.1024). Time goes from T = 0 to T = 99. We onsider

this omputation as representative of the inertial limit (energy loss of 0.7% between T = 0 and T = 100).
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Fig. 5: Veloity relative error on the low resolution omputation, for the oalesene of four vor-

ties, for parameterizations of small sales with respetively : a onstant di�usivity (Navier-Stokes)

(DNS.Euler4.256), isotropi relaxation equations with onstant di�usion (REL.Euler4.256), anisotropi

relaxation equations (RELANI.Euler4.256) and anisotropi relaxation equations with loal energy on-

servation (RELANILOC.Euler4.256).
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Fig. 6: Same as Fig. 5, but for the Smagorinsky model (SMA.Euler4.256), the anisotropi relaxation

equation (RELANI.Euler4.256) and an hypervisous parameterization (HV.Euler.4.256) ; for omputa-

tions with resolution 256x256.
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HV.Euler50.1024 DNS.Euler50.1024

HV.Euler50.256 RELANI.Euler50.256

DNS.Euler50.256RELANILOC.Euler50.256

Fig. 7: Comparison of vortiity �eld, obtained at time T = 45:01, from the same initial ondition,

for two di�erent high resolution omputations : hypervisous (HV.Euler50.1024) and Navier Stokes

(DNS.Euler50.1024) ; and four low resolution omputations with di�erent small sale turbulene param-

eterization : hypervisosity (HV.Euler50.256), anisotropi relaxation equations (RELANI.Euler50.256),

anisotropi relaxation equations with loal enrgy onservation (RELANILOC.Euler50.256) and Navier

Stokes (DNS.Euler50.256).
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Fig. 8: Veloity relative error versus time, for three low resolution omputations (256x256), with di�er-

ent small sale turbulene parameterization : anisotropi relaxation equations (RELANI.Euler50.256),

hypervisous model (HV.Euler50.256) and anisotropi relaxation equations with loal energy onser-

vation (RELANILOC.Euler50.256). The initial ondition is made of 50 vortiity pathes with random

positions. The referene omputation is a 1024X1024 resolution hypervisous one (HV.EULER50.1024)
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